
Freshmen April Reyes, Valeria Morales, Leana Gonzalez, Alyin Sanchez-Olmedo, and Serenity Boyzo participated in this year’s AVID            

Awake-A-Thon. The quintet took a quick break to refuel with the necessary sustenance one needs to stay away until midnight. 

by Anthony Lopez 
 What does it take for a student to join AVID? The   
answer is dedication to academics and the aspirations of     
attending a four-year collegiate institution upon graduation. 
One of the AVID teachers helping A.B. Miller students 
achieve this goal is second year instructor, Mrs. Brittney 
Zappia. Prior to joining the AVID program, Mrs. Zappia has 
taught Freshman Honors English classes and currently        
instructs College Prep Freshman English. 
 AVID offers support and assistance for struggling   
students; tutoring after school with college students that have 
graduated with the AVID program can help you on your 
coursework, projects, or anything school related. It occurs 
every Tuesday and Thursday after school.  
 Organization is a key component of AVID as        
backpack and binder checks happen weekly. AVID also    
mandates weekly note taking in your classes. Avid has an   
assignment due every Tuesday and Thursday called a TRF. A 
TRF, short for Tutorial Request Form, is a paper that you     
fill-in with questions you have of one of your classes and 
your fellow classmates would help you find your answer(s) to 
the problem(s). 
 “Students in AVID are generally first-generation     
college goers, minorities or underserved groups, or come 
from low-income families,” she began, “but above all else, 
AVID serves students who are serious about wanting to go to 
a four-year college after high school graduation.”  
 The word AVID stands for Advancement Via          
Individual Determination. But what does AVID aim for in a 
student?  
 Well, according to Mrs. Zappia—“AVID aims to     
prepare students for success in their academic classes so they 
can be eligible for acceptance into a four-year university after 
graduating high school.”  
 Does AVID change a student’s behavior? In Mrs. 
Zappia’s words: yes.  
 “AVID promotes good behavior and citizenship on 
campus and in the community by holding students               
accountable for their actions, exposing them to cultural                                           

experiences outside the classroom, and requiring community 
service each year they are a part of the program. To be a    
member of AVID, students sign and commit                               
to the AVID code of ethics which includes                             
academic honesty and respect for members of the                
community among other positive behaviors,” she                   
provided. 
 The real question is, how does AVID help                   
students get into a four-year college?   
 “AVID uses WICOR (writing, inquiry, collaboration,          
organization, and reading) strategies to support students in     
the classroom, foster good organizational habits and study 
skills that will support their academic success now and into 
the      future,” explained Zappia. Additionally, AVID            
students are held to a GPA standard that increases each        
year they are a part of the program in order to ensure eligibly 
for applying to     four-year universities their senior year.  
 AVID helps you with your class grades, but they can 
also help with organization and responsibility. You need to be 
focused and be determined to finish high school being better 
than any other student, and with a better mind set on what to 
focus on with your future to come.  
AVID pays an important role in our school life—it        
demonstrates the real way to finish school. 

AVID’s 2001 Awake-A-Thon participants. Special thanks to Leana Gonzalez (9) 

and Mrs. Brittney Zappia for the photographs. 


